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Abstract
The successful organization is the result of the successful decisions made by the top management. These are the
collaborated decisions and require a lump sum data or the consolidated view of organization, which is provided by
data warehousing system. These systems are used as an organization repository to support strategic decisiondecision
making. Data schema represents the arrangement of fact table and dimension tables and the relations between them.
In data warehouse development, selecting a right and appropriate data schema (Snowflake, Star, Star Cluster etc.)
has an important Impact on performance and usability of the designed data warehouse. One of the problems that
exist in data warehouse development is lack of a comprehensive and sound selection framework to choose an
appropriate schema for the data warehouse at hand by considering application domain
domain-specific
specific conditions. This
research work, presents a stepwise algorithm for schema selection, which solves the problem of choosing right
schema for a data warehouse.
e. The main selection criteria are query type, attribute type, dimension table type and
existence of index. Authors also tried to described efficient way of answering queries that are coming from multiple
classes of users.
Keyword:- Data warehouse, query execution, schema, decision
decision-making

I.

Introduction

The successful organization is the result of the successful decisions made by the top management. Decision maker
must make effective decisions in time, for survival, to get competitive advantages and to increase profitability of an
organization. In the mid of 1990’s a new era of data management arises which was query specific and involves large
complex data volumes. Example of such query specific DBMS are OLAP and Data mining.

Figure 1:

OLAP Access

OLAP tool summarizes the data from large data volumes and represents the query into results using 2-D
2 or 3-D
graphics to Visualize the answer. The OLAP query is like “Give the % comparison between the marks of all students
in B. Tech and in M. Tech”. The answer to this query would be generally in the form of graph or chart. Such 3-D
3 and
2-D
D visualization of data is called as “Data Cu
Cubes”.
Figure 1 represents the access pattern of OLAP, which requires a few attributes to be process and access to huge
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volume of data. It must be noted that the execution of number of queries per second in OLAP is very less in
comparison to OLTP. Currently, Data warehouses are used as an organizational repository to support decision
making.

II.

Literature Review

Data warehouse is centralized data repository maintained separately from organization’s operational databases to
help organization in corporate decision-making process. William Inmon has described data warehouse as “A
subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, non volatile collection of data in support of management decisions”[1], [2]
“Data warehouse is a set of materialized views over data sources [3], [4], [5] Ralph Kimball ET. Al. Defined “A
data warehouse is a copy of transaction data specially structured for query and analysis” [6]. “A data warehouse
combines various data sources into a single source for end user access. End user can perform ad hoc querying,
reporting, analysis, data mining and visualization of warehouse information. The goal of data warehouse is to
establish a data repository that makes operational data accessible in a form that is readily acceptable for decision
support and other application” [7].
A data warehouse is a logical collection of information gathered from many different operational databases used to
create business intelligence that supports business analysis activities and decision-making tasks. It is used for
providing the basic infrastructure for decision making by extracting, cleansing and storing huge amount of data.
Data warehouses support business decisions by collecting, consolidating, and organizing data for reporting and
analysis with tools such as online analytical processing (OLAP) and data mining.
The normal size of data warehouse varies from hundreds of gigabytes to terabytes. Different scans, joins, and
aggregates are performed while querying the data warehouse. The queries on data warehouse are ad hoc and multifaced. Throughput of query determines the success of data warehousing project. The query response time is also
important factor in data warehouse success. The allocation of facts and dimensions in a certain schema also effect
query success.
One of the problems that exist related to data warehouse design, is lack of procedures to select appropriate schema.
Available resources ([11], [12], [13]), investigated advantages and disadvantages of different schemas. Some of
them ([12], [14], [15]) solve some of the problems related to schemas and some of others ([16], [17], [18]) improved
query response time. But none of these resources have represented the appropriate framework to select appropriate
schema based on type of queries and type of attributes.

III.

Selecting Proper Schema for Design

This research work, presents a stepwise algorithm for schema selection, which solves the problem of choosing right
schema for a data warehouse. The main selection criteria are query type, attribute type, dimension table type and
existence of index. The type of query depends on number of join operation needed to response it and type of
attributes it access. All types of attributes such as simple, multi-valued and indexed attributes are used in the
research work.

Table wise Checker:
Step1: If table is un-normalized and can be normalized
Then
Step1.1 convert to appropriate normal form
Step2: If the result tables after appropriate normal form is small in size,
Step3: Then star schema and snowflake schema works equally.
Step4: So with considering used tools, schema will be selected.
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Step 4.1: If database used is oracle, MS SQL
Then
Step 4.1.1: Use star schema
Elseif
Step4.2: If database is DB2
Then
Step4.2.2: Use snowflake schema
Elseif
Step4.3: Use star schema.
Else
Step4.4: with try and error, the appropriate schema is selected.
Step5: If the table cannot be normalized
Then
Step 5.1: Use star schema.
Exit

Attribute wise Checker:
Step1: If attribute is composite
Then
Step1.1 Improved Star Cluster schema:
ElseIf
Step2: any attribute or its any predecessors are queried frequently, Star Cluster schema otherwise.
Step3: If attribute is multivalued
Then
Step3.1: If the number of multi-valued attributes is known,
Then
Step3.1.1: If, queries only need to access table T1 in first level of tables that resulted from
normalizing this dimension, then there is no difference between star schema and snowflake schema.
Then
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GOTO Table wise Checker Step
Step 3.2: If multiple of above conditions are true, by combining the results of each condition, the final
schema will be obtained.

IV.

Tests

This section shows the effectiveness of a framework tested on all classic and research developed schemas [9] within
different kind of queries are presented. The test bed used in this section includes multiple data warehouses. To
implement these data warehouses and run queries, MySQL 5.0 and Query Analyzer were used. Queries run in this
test bed, are different from each other with respect to the number of join operations. Query response time is always
been the most important criteria to compare schemas in data warehouses, so we have also selected the same criteria
to evaluate the results of our research.
A. Testing for different queries
This test, includes 3 types of query and relates to the case
The results of this test have been shown in table 2, 3 and 4. These results show when condition of case 1 is true,
whether Star Cluster schema or snowflake schema is better.
TABLE 1:
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RESULT FOR QUERY TYPE 1

Average
Response
time (s)

Query type

Schema type

126.38

1

Snowflake

126.67

1

Star Cluster

129.28

2

Snowflake

124.78

2

Star Flake

34.06

3

Snowflake

29.36

3

Star Flake

34.31

4

Snowflake

16.81

4

Star Flake
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Figure 2:
TABLE 2:
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Test Result
RESULT FOR QUERY TYPE 2

Average
Response
time (s)

Query type

Schema type

164.28

1

Star Cluster

157.1

1

Improved
Star Cluster
[19]

7.97

2

Star Cluster

3.68

2

Improved
Star Cluster
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Figure 3:
TABLE 3:
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Test Result

RESULT FOR QUERY TYPE 3

Average
Response
time (s)

Query type

Schema type

22.19

1

Snowflake

21.83

1

Extended Star
Cluster

32.86

2

Snowflake

27.2

2

Extended Star
Cluster
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Figure 4:

V.

Test Result

Conclusions

By using the represented framework, data warehouse builders can choose the best schema for their data warehouse
based on the specified criteria and characteristics of the application domain. Also, data warehouse researchers can
use this framework to evaluate, compare and extend existing data schemas. This framework could be extended too.
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